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 Macro Update: The “V-Shape” Emerges  
John Weber, Chief Financial Officer  
johnw4@vt.edu 
 

 

Over the course of October, the BCOM index saw a moderate increase in price. In the agriculture space,                  
the monthly WASDE report pushed prices higher throughout the month mainly due to tightening U.S               
supplies and continued demand growth. Energy markets were mixed to lower as a second wave of                
COVID-19 cases became more clear globally while Metals were flat to lower on increased volatility in                
anticipation of the U.S. Presidential Election.  
 
After the worst quarter in U.S history, Q3 GDP rose by an annualized 33.1%, marking yet another                 
milestone for the best GDP growth on record. Business and residential investment helped the U.S. start its                 
path upwards to form a potential “V-Shaped” recovery. As many businesses and restaurants partially              
reopened, shoppers flocked to retail spending. After a 1% increase in August, consumer spending              
increased 1.4% in September. In addition, after a 2.7% drop in personal income in August, personal                
income increased 0.9% in September. Looking ahead, there is still great uncertainty as COVID-19 cases               
continue to rise and federal stimulus talks seem to be making little progress. 
 

Images courtesy of the Bureau of Economic Analysis on October 30, 2020 
 

With record low mortgage rates, the housing market continues to boom. Like much of the last two years,                  
home demand has surged, pushing house prices up 5.7% in August from 4.8% in July, according to the                  
S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller National Home Price Index.  
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Unemployment fell to 6.9% in October, decreasing 1% from the prior month. Looking more closely,               
unemployment rates fell to 6.0% for Whites, 10.8% for Blacks, 7.6% for Asians, and 8.8% for Hispanics,                 
according to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics. While progress is being made, the U.S. is still nearly                  
double the unemployment rate of 3.5% seen in February. Inflation also eased to 1.2% in October from                 
1.4% in September,, the weakest inflation reading since July, 2020.  
 
The Federal Reserve plans to keep interest rates at near zero for the next several years with the additional                   
plan to allow inflation to run above or below the targeted 2% goal for an unspecified amount of time.                   
Currently, the Federal Funds Rate expectations are set unchanged until the beginning of 2023. With low                
interest rates, some investors have moved out of bonds and into alternative investments such as gold and                 
cryptocurrencies. At the end of October, Bitcoin surged passed $13,000, levels not seen since 2018. As                
the hunt for yield grows, investors are forced further and further right on the risk scale to satisfy their                   
desired returns.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image courtesy of JP Morgan Asset Management: As of September 30, 2020. 
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 Agriculture Update 
Chris Kuhler, Division Head  
kchris99@vt.edu  
 

Summary: During October farms and ranches around the world saw little excitement, but a glance past                
the front gate reveals a different story. Looking at overall trends in demand, the share of food demand has                   
been hard to predict between commercial foodservice and at-home purchases. The graph below shows the               
rapid change in demand channels that shocked the logistics of the commodity system (Ex.1). While these                
numbers have slowly drifted back toward median levels, the possibility of further changes to in               
COVID-19 restrictions could have an adverse impact on agriculture commodities. 
 
The release of the October WASDE changed prior perceptions on the status of demands, making               
substantial price changes in the grain and oilseed markets. Across the three grain and oilseed               
commodities, the WASDE report showed decreased production. Corn was negatively affected by            
decreased use numbers in both ethanol and livestock feed, while wheat numbers indicated support from               
higher domestic use. Soybeans were supported by solid export numbers, coupled with the lower supplies.               
Harvest conditions across the U.S. were mild and through the end of the month harvest was quickly                 
nearing an uneventful close. Livestock markets moved drastically mid-way through the month entering a              
short-lived bear rally, up to, and just after the release of the Cattle on Feed report. Year-over-year                 
inventories were up four percent, with placements up six percent. In contrast, marketings were up around                
six percent, calming the market within a few days. Hogs markets around the world are continuing to                 
monitor the spread of African Swine Fever with no slowing in sight on its effects on herd health. Softs                   
experienced a month of weather-fueled movements. The major coffee and sugar-producing regions of             
Brazil and India experienced weather phenomena that caused decreased analysts' supply expectations.            
With time, the needed rains moved in and supply concerns were largely dismissed.  
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 Coffee (JO) Update 
Armine Poghosyan, Analyst 
armine@vt.edu  
 

 

 
 

Price Action: Coffee prices continued its decreasing trend that started in September. The global              
oversupply of coffee weighed heavily on prices, resulting in a 20% drop in prices. 
 
News: ICO October Coffee Market Report (11/03/2020) 
 
Summary: The 2019/20 world supply is estimated to decrease by 2.5%. Even though a drop in                
production is expected, output will still exceed the demand by 1.24 million bags. This surplus will most                 
likely prevent a price recovery in the next couple of months. In addition, the market is still expecting                  
Brazil’s 2020/21 crop, which may potentially increase the surplus that is prevailing in the market. La Nina                 
weather expectations at the beginning of October scared farmers in Brazil as they were concerned about                
market oversupply and crop storage. Due to the global pandemic, storages across Brazil were full and                
little to no shipments were arranged. La Nina usually brings dry weather to Brazil and more than average                  
rainfall to Peru, Columbia, and Asian countries but weather concerns in Brazil have receded as rains                
returned. 
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On the demand side, coffee consumption fell by 0.9%. Worsening effects of the COVID-19 pandemic               
will prompt governments to impose new stay-at-home measures that will most likely decrease coffee              
consumption and demand. The second wave of the global pandemic has hit Europe, resulting in coffee                
shops, restaurants, and bars closing across France, Ireland, Spain, and Italy. At the same time, the rise of                  
daily COVID-19 cases in Russia, Poland, the U.K., the U.S., and Germany may lead to imposing partial                 
or full lockdowns. The global pandemic hurt word exports and shipments as well. Total exports fell by                 
4.9%, reaching 126.9 million bags. 
 
Outlook: The price of coffee is expected to decrease in the next couple of months due to bearish                  
fundamentals. The potential decline of coffee consumption due to the global pandemic and the increase in                
the global surplus will lead to lower prices.   
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 Corn (CORN) Update 
Kevin Salmon, Analyst 
ksalmon@vt.edu  
 
 

 

 
 

Price Action: During October, the CORN ETF hit a low of $13.11 on October 2nd and a high of $13.89                    
on October 22nd, a 7-month high. 
 
News: Perdue announces  first $22 million to increase ethanol sales (Oct 9) US corn harvest pace way 
ahead of previous years (Oct 19); China stats show 2020 Q3 pig herd surged 20% on year (Oct 19); China                    
eyes more corn imports as shipments surge, set to become top buyer (Oct 23). 
 
Summary: Corn prices rose throughout October despite it being peak harvest month. Widespread fear of               
a looming COVID second wave pressed prices lower in the last week of the month combined with                 
uncertainty around the upcoming presidential election. Weather conditions in the Midwest were mixed,             
but farmers made the most of the warmer days and harvest remained better than the five-year average.                 
The USDA slightly lowered crop yield and production estimates as updated information on the damage of                
the August derecho was released, showing 50% more destruction than previously reported (AgFax). Dry              
weather from the La Nina event in South America was helping to keep prices high but precipitation                 
finally came in the last week of the month. 
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Ethanol production is still lagging pre-COVID levels as the US Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue               
has announced that the USDA will begin investing millions in promoting ethanol and biodiesel sales               
(SuccessfulFarmer). Many Iowa farmers are still upset over the Trump administration’s handling of             
biofuel waivers for refineries and have been waiting on positive news from the government. Corn sales to                 
China are at all-time highs year to date. The recovering hog herd and Chinese recovery efforts against the                  
Coronavirus have led to a large number of imports. Chinese corn production also took a hit from a series                   
of tsunamis in August on the demand side. The Asian country has met about 71% of agricultural goods                  
agreed upon in the Phase One agreement in purchases and is expected to continue this track. Mexico and                  
Japan remain large importers, but China is currently on track to become the largest purchaser of corn in                  
the world (Reuters). 
 
Outlook: The US harvest remained strong and ahead of schedule for October and likely will continue into                 
November. The US election may also hold strong implications on corn prices as biofuels and trade will be                  
in the spotlight depending on the outcome. If dry weather in South America holds their planting season                 
back further than already, prices should continue their rise, if COVID remains under manageable control.               
Prices have remained between $13 and $14 for some time, but as the harvest comes to an end and the                    
USDA releases its final guesses on yields and total production, the ETF could very well rise into the                  
$14-15 range. 
 
Supporting Material: 
 

 
 

This chart shows the soybean-corn price ratio since 1972. Since 2013, soybeans have seen relatively               
higher prices, partially due to stagnating ethanol demand. We will likely see this trend continue in the                 
near future. Soybeans have been more profitable per acre than corn since 2013 (farmdocdaily). This has                
implications for which crop is preferred to be planted by farmers. 
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 Livestock (COW) Update 
Yangchuan Wang, Analyst 
yangchuanwang@vt.edu  
 

 
 

Price Action: The COW ETF price was bullish until mid-October, but lost momentum heading into               
November. 
 
News: U.S. pork, beef muscle cut exports strong in August (Oct 08). Support for the Livestock Industry                 
Amidst Marketplace Challenges (Oct 14). 
 
Summary: USDA released three initiatives to support beef producers: risk management education            
funding, updates to livestock market reporting, and producer training opportunities. Beef producers will             
recover from the loss caused by COVID-19 through the three initiatives. To help recover the livestock                
industry, America’s largest pork producer, Smithfield, urged prioritization of the COVID-19 vaccine to             
agricultural workers. 
 
In the pork industry, reports have shown a great connection between pork and soybeans. 23% of all Iowa                  
soybean acres went to pig consumption in 2019. Data show that in August U.S. pork exports increased by                  
1% from a year ago. U.S. hog farmers suffered collective pandemic-related losses of $5 billion this year.                 
In October, most cases of African Swine Fever (ASF) were detected in the world. Swine Disease Global                 
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Surveillance Report from the University of Minnesota showed that in October the first ASF was reported                
in the Saxon province in Germany. South Korea has suffered new ASF outbreaks this year. Russia has                 
found ASF in several regions. China reported their first ASF outbreak on October 9th. 
 
In the beef industry, US beef exports were up 3.5% from last year, which was driven by large demand in                    
South Korea and Taiwan. Data show that in September, beef exports to China set another record at 4,730                  
mt valued at $32.3 million. Cattle prices were spotted to have a huge drop in mid-October. The main                  
reason is that the cattle-on-feed report placement number for September increased by 6 percent from last                
year. This is almost 3 to 4 percent above analysts’ expectations. 
 
Outlook: African swine fever (ASF) will spread to more countries. The US has not found any cases of                  
ASF yet and will probably not suffer from ASF in the next coming months. The WASDE report in                  
October indicated that the total red meat and poultry production forecast for 2020 is raised from last                 
month. Also, 2020 beef import will rise, and 2020 beef export will be unchanged. The 2020 and 2021                  
pork export forecasts are lowered. Cattle prices and hog prices will be bullish in 2020 and 2021. 
 
Supporting Material:  
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 Soybeans (SOYB) Update 
Jayson Gill, Analyst 
jayson00@vt.edu  
 

 
 

Price Action: In the past month, the soybean ETF has seen high volatility and traded between the $15.40                  
and $16.50 price ranges. 
 
News: A bullish October WASDE report along with great harvest weather headlined October 2020 in the                
soybean market. While these bullish factors were the reason for the price increasing over the month, there                 
were a few weekly export reports that were bearish that kept the price trading within the $1.10 price range                   
that it did. 
 
Summary: October was a unique month in the soybean market. We saw a market that had many bullish                  
factors but were overshadowed by mildly bearish reports. Looking at the macro scale, many countries               
across the world are in their recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic, including China. While China is                
recovering from COVID-19, they are also recovering from the African Swine Fever which wiped out               
most of their hog herds. Currently, China has rebuilt 80+% of their hog herds and this number continues                  
to grow. Phase One trade agreement talks have also increased Chinese demand. Brazilian stocks also ran                
extremely low. There have been some reports that if Brazil were to run out of soybeans, then they may                   
have to buy soybeans from the U.S. Weather in Brazil was also dry and did not support soybean planting.                   
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In contrast, forecasts show wetter weather conditions will move into Brazil and allow them to get their                 
soybeans in the ground. With most of this news being bullish, we expected the market to be strong, but                   
this has been muted by a few bearish weekly export reports that have kept the market steady. 
 
Outlook: Bullish in the short term, mixed in the long run. The soybean harvest will wrap up here in the                    
U.S. in the next few weeks and that will be the end to a pretty good season with production being slightly                     
lower than projected. With the current global demand that we are seeing it should be a very bullish sign                   
for the soybean market. In the long-term things are a bit more uncertain. The U.S. Presidential election                 
should be interesting to watch. A Trump win would likely continue Chinese demand with the Phase One                 
trade deal likely staying safe under the Trump administration. A Biden win may keep demand from other                 
countries strong, but it will be interesting to see if other countries will want to possibly re-negotiate their                  
trade deals. 
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 Sugar (SGG) Update 
Dylan Doherty, Senior Analyst 
dylanjd@vt.edu  
 

 

 
 

Price Action: October continued the price increase that was recognized after the SGG ETN reversed from                
a monthly low in Mid-September. On October 1st, the ETN closed at $40.77 and by the end of the month,                    
the ETN closed at $42.92 on October 30th, an increase of 5.27%. Overall, October had sustained growth                 
until the end of the month when the price dropped from a 6-month high of approximately $45 to a close of                     
$42.92. The front-month futures contract followed the same trend as the ETN and posted a monthly high                 
of approximately $15, with a monthly low of $13.94 at the end of October. 
 
News: Sugar Touches Seven-Month High (Oct. 6th), Sugar surplus on the horizon (Oct. 6th), Brazil Sugar                
Output, Ethanol Exports Soar; Dryness Hits Cane Yields - Industry Group (Oct. 9th), Funds raise the                
bullish bet in raw sugar to nearly 200,000 contracts (Oct. 17th), India's ISMA forecasts 2020-21 sugar                
output rising 13% on year to 31 mil mt (Oct. 20th), Big speculative bet on raw sugar seen spurring                   
production (Oct.29th). 
 
Summary: Throughout October, sugar saw bullish pricing which was largely sustained by continual             
growth in net long positions. During the beginning of the month, dry weather in Thailand decreased sugar                 
production coming in below 7.5 million tonnes, which was a decline of 1 million tonnes and an 11-season                  
low. The weather was a driving factor in the reduction of the European Union’s crop, while also dealing                  
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with a crop virus that impacted their beet crop. However, Brazil and India’s exports were expected to                 
offset the poor production out of Thailand and the EU with an expected nine million ton increase from                  
last season. The USDA estimated 2020/21 sugar exports for Brazil at around 32 million tonnes, a record                 
high. Brazilian producers also pushed most of their crops towards sugar production which was about 46%,                
comparable to last season’s 35%. A La Nina weather pattern was also recognized during early October                
which brought about concerns of continued dry weather over Brazil's Center-South growing region which              
would likely weigh down on their production/harvest totals. September exports were also totaled around              
this time frame which came in at 3.62 million tonnes, which doubled last season’s total of approximately                 
1.7 million tonnes. Ethanol exports also increased by 65% in September, based upon a weak Brazilian                
Real giving the ability to boost international sales. Towards the middle of October, India’s sugar               
production was reported to be two million tonnes lower than expectations as mills started to divert for                 
more ethanol production. Net long positions started to build during the start of October remained bullish                
which brought positions to above 200,000 contracts and five-year highs. All along there was the constant                
pressure of long liquidation and left many analysts puzzled as to when the bubble would pop. Total                 
sugarcane acreage was 9% higher this year for India at around 5.3 million hectares as they sought to boost                   
exports. India was also facing pressure to decide upon their trade subsidies for the year. India projected to                  
export around six million tonnes, but no announcement has been made. The month rounded off with                
confusion as to the large build-up in net long positions not aligning with market fundamentals. This was                 
guided by the fact that positions continued to grow while the overall supply in the market was moving                  
towards a surplus in 2020/21, comparable to a deficit in 2019/20. The fund build-up is similar to what was                   
seen in 2016, however, once the liquidation happened, sugar dropped nearly 25% between October and               
December of 2016. 
 
Outlook: SGG has been top-heavy for a long period of time which raises the chances of a bearish reversal                   
in pricing. Weather is going to be a big driving factor out of Brazil as they continue their harvest and have                     
faced dry weather over the past month. The energy market will also be important to keep an eye on as it is                      
one of the major markets that drive the price of sugar with ethanol production. A correction seems likely                  
as the end of October brought about a significant price decrease. The coming weeks will be definitive in                  
assessing the price direction of the ETN and its ability to break that high or sell-off further. 
 
Supporting Material:  
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 Wheat (WEAT) Update 
Katie O’Day, Senior Analyst 
kod423@vt.edu 
 

 

 
 

Price Action: WEAT increased at the beginning of October and neared two-year highs at $6.14. The ETF                 
then trended downward at the end of the month and closed at $5.82, 1.5% above the month's open price. 
 
News: Wheat gains with dry Russian conditions (Oct 5), Wheat near the 6-year peak (Oct 20), USDA                 
Crop Progress Report shows winter wheat conditions at 41% Good to Excellent (Oct. 26) 
 
Summary: Wheat markets opened October strong with surprisingly low grain stocks in the quarterly              
USDA report released on September 30th. Weather concerns provided the main price action for the rest of                 
October with dryness in key wheat-producing areas of the US Southern Plains and Russia. Both the                
United States and Russia plant winter wheat in the fall months with a significant portion of the planting                  
happening in October. Planting conditions were very poor and the impact of this will be clearer in the                  
spring. Many analysts think that Russian wheat will fail due to the extremely dry conditions and instead,                 
farmers will have to plant sunflowers or spring wheat. This led Chicago Futures prices to near six-year                 
highs. In the last week of the month, prices started to decrease as US weather conditions slightly                 
improved and overall market uncertainty emerged with increased coronavirus cases. The USDA released             
the first crop progress report with winter wheat conditions on October 26th. Conditions were 41%               
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good-to-excellent compared to 56% last year, showing that there are significant effects from the dry               
plantings. 
 
Outlook: With the recent dry planting conditions, a significant weather premium has been priced into the                
market. If there are significant rains in Russia or the US, conditions may improve and prices will                 
decrease. In addition to weather, international demand has been very strong and a rise of COVID 19 cases                  
and lockdowns could lead to higher milling demand. Countries will have to protect supplies and may                
introduce grain export quotas or increase wheat imports in the coming months, supporting wheat prices. 
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 Energy Update 
Joe Crawford, Division Head 
juc@vt.edu  
 

 

Summary: October was a tumultuous month for the energy sector. With mounting uncertainty around the               
election results, stimulus bill news, and the continued expansion of COVID-19 cases globally, energy              
prices have not formed any discernible trend. Notably, there was a jump at the beginning of the month                  
based on the conflict in Eastern Europe between Azerbaijan and Armenia, as well as a return to mean                  
after a selloff in late September. Throughout the middle of the month, energy traded pretty tightly with a                  
lack of fundamental news to drive prices in either direction. Demand is still down, and supply is still                  
flowing. OPEC has been working hard to maintain compliance, as well as to extend the production cuts to                  
keep oil prices at sustainable levels as COVID demand destruction continues to play a role longer than                 
originally planned. Towards the end of October, the big price falls in USO, BNO, and UGA came as a                   
result of election jitters and a decline in US equity markets. The uncertainty in the macro outlook has                  
capped the energy sector price recovery as the outlook on demand bouncing back is so unknown. 
 
UNG followed its own trend, mostly moving on weather information more than anything else. We have                
seen the negative trend of the past few months continue through October, as we look towards a warm                  
winter and no bullish supply news as we exit hurricane season. Big things to look forward to in energy                   
include election results and the expected changes to the macro environment as a result, stimulus               
developments and how the US energy industry is factored into that discussion, and changes in the supply                 
and demand balance based on the economic resurgence and positive COVID news. 
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 Crude Oil (USO/BNO) Update 
Gabe Plichta, Senior Analyst | Charles Spicer, Analyst  
gjplichta@vt.edu         cspice5@vt.edu   
 

 

 
 

Price Action: October proved to be a more quiet month for oil prices and its respective ETF, with                  
pre-election jitters and an increase in worldwide COVID-19 cases coupled with oversupply issues leading              
to the downward movement of prices going into November. BNO and USO both began the month at                 
$10.42 and $27.76, respectively. Throughout the month, both ETFs traded within a $1.50 band, moving               
concurrently with each other, and often with US equity performance; however, during six days at the end                 
of October, both ETFs tracked downward about eleven percent off of election jitters, concurrent with               
equity performance and global demand news. This price drop was of great notice at the time, as the                  
previous range had not seen such downward movement since mid-September. 
 
Summary: October has been a strange month for the oil markets, as no major fundamental news or                 
reports crossed screens this month outside of Chinese demand, which led to a tight band of trading for the                   
majority of the month. Coupled with the fact that there was no major COVID-19 news outside of a rise in                    
cases in Europe towards the end of the month, prices were relatively stable in the open market. 
However, there were some signs that prices were going to break going into November. First, throughout                
October, both OPEC and Bloomberg studies were published that estimated there to be an increase in                
OPEC member-countries’ production levels, a worrying sign that Saudi Arabia (and its OPEC+             
counterpart, Russia) were having issues quashing dissent in its ranks and keeping to the production quota                
that had been set in April of this year in the face of COVID-19 demand disruptions. At the end of April,                     
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OPEC and OPEC+ are set to meet in Austria to discuss a new deal on production quotas, and it seems to                     
be in the best interest of both parties to continue with the production cuts going into 2021; however,                  
Moscow and Ridya will need to set some sort of curb in place to prevent deviation from its member                   
countries, most notably Iran, Libya, and Nigeria. 
 
On the United States side of things, most notably the election has taken the forefront of the oil and gas                    
industry, as well as all industries touched by O&G; Presidential candidate Joseph Biden most notably               
spoke in an election debate on the “phasing out” of fracking and fossil fuel reliance, however, the                 
candidate took no further steps to quell industry fears that his administration would further increase               
regulation of the O&G industry. Concurrently, the US has seen a decrease in demand for commercial                
crude, yet has seen drawdowns throughout the month mostly related to an increase in exports to China,                 
who has committed as of late to purchasing more and more crude as worldwide demand for commercial                 
crude has fallen. 
 
Interestingly enough, China is at an all-time in oil importation and imported around fifteen percent more                
oil between January and September of 2020, compared to the same period in 2019. It seems that in the                   
face of the COVID-19 pandemic causing shutdowns across the world, the Chinese have stepped up               
industrial production and commercial activity, which has led to the increase in thirst for crude oil.                
However, Chinese demand does not seem to hold the key for propping up oil markets, which will need a                   
boost of global demand for there to be an effective price hike demand-related in the coming months,                 
which does not seem likely given the COVID-19 resurgence in the United States and abroad. 
 
Outlook: Our outlook is bullish for BNO, bearish for USO; as the typing of this report, Presidential                 
candidate Joe Biden was declared the winner of the 2020 Presidential Election in the United States, with                 
the dollar falling on this news, as President-elect Biden seems set to return the US to a larger global                   
economic perspective, with a dollar-depreciating effect on US trade. This is set to allow for more buying                 
power for European and international-currency-based consumers of the dollar-priced Brent, which is            
positive for Brent demand over US-based oil. This, coupled with the US’s soon-to-be renewed push for                
regulation in the industry under a Biden administration sets Brent with a breakout to move outside the                 
lockstep trend that it has followed with USO/WTI.  
 
Supporting Material: 
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 Gasoline (UGA) Update 
Max Babka, Senior Analyst  
maxbabka@vt.edu  
  

 

 

 

Price Action: October was a much more tumultuous month for the UGA ETF compared to earlier                
months, especially compared to earlier in the summer. UGA began the month at $19.52 and closed at just                  
$17.66. The ETF began relatively high at $19.52 but continued to slide over the month, to the point that                   
the ETF saw an almost 10% decrease in just one month. UGA did break and dip below its summer range                    
when it fell as low as $17.66, which is important to note because this range has been maintained since late                    
May. 
 
Summary: October was an important month because it was the first time since June that the ETF broke                  
below $18.00 a share. Previously, the relatively tight range was being held due to a lack of fundamental                  
data along with the high uncertainty surrounding COVID-19. 
 
The election had a major impact on prices, and in the days leading up to the election in late October a                     
Biden presidency seemed the most likely. Biden is generally forecasted to be negative for the energy                
industry, so a likely Biden win brought some negative price pressure on oil and gasoline. Although Biden                 
has said he will not outright ban fracking, he has promised to ban new fracking on federal lands along                   
with instating tighter regulations on the industry as a whole. 
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Daily new COVID-19 cases rose throughout October, causing much more uncertainty. October 1st saw              
only 47,000 new cases while by the end of October this figure had ballooned to over 100,000 daily new                   
cases. This frightening trend was a major driver behind the price depreciation in UGA over October.                
Prices were dropped because of rising fears of a second lockdown or tighter restrictions which would lead                 
to significantly lower demand for gasoline, similar to what was seen in March and April during the initial                  
lockdowns. 
 
Crack spreads decreased throughout October. Though the drop off was significant, dropping almost $2,              
crack spreads remain at a comfortable level for refiners. This makes the current crack spread levels more                 
neutral than bullish or bearish. Watching how crack spreads move in November and into winter will be                 
crucial because we are likely to see a divergence between supply and demand if lockdowns are reinstated. 
 
Outlook: Our outlook remains bearish as we enter winter. Although prices for gasoline futures have               
dropped like the rest of the energy sector, gasoline is in a uniquely vulnerable situation since the vast                  
majority of demand is for driving light vehicles. This leaves gasoline more vulnerable to further price                
drops because a new set of lockdowns would cripple demand. Fundamentally, the seasonal gasoline              
demand ensures that demand will continue to decrease until spring, especially if lockdowns are reinstated.               
On the supply side, refinery output is expected to remain constant or drop following the seasonal decrease                 
in demand. 
 
Supporting Material: 
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 Natural Gas (UNG) Update 
Chris Dutton, Senior Analyst 
christopherwd@vt.edu 
 

 
 

Price Action: October saw price whipsaws due to kinks in LNG flows and weather-driven events. UNG                
started the month on a five-day losing streak, opening the month at $11.38. In the early half of the month,                    
UNG’s price appreciated within 11 days, to the month’s high at $13.15. This represents a precipitous                
jump of 15.6% in less than two weeks. This resistance level of around $13 has been touched before by                   
UNG. Earlier in September, the ETF rose and faltered at the same level. Moreover, after reaching this                 
resistance level, UNG fell and range traded for the rest of the month. With the lack of a real fundamental                    
driver, the ETF was moving on wispy weather-related speculation. 
 
Summary: UNG traded range bound for the majority of the month. With a real lack of fundamental                 
drivers, most price movements were based on speculation. Throughout the month there was a large spread                
between the appreciation and depreciation of HDDs from the GFS00 and EC00 models. Total LNG flows                
have varied widely throughout the month. With utilization rates of terminals fluctuating from completely              
off-line to ramping up to seasonal levels, price action has followed a speculative pattern. Moreover, the                
gas-weighted GFS00 ensemble mean has been a large pressure point of scrutiny throughout October. With               
large hurricane-related news such as Hurricane Delta causing supply disruptions. 
 
Furthermore, with the ending of the injection season at a historically high level with both Salt and                 
non-Salt storage levels at full. Estimates place the seasonal withdrawal at 2.9 TcF for the remainder of the                  
core winter months. This will likely bring the total seasonal levels at 1 TcF. The acute winter pains have                   
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eased significantly since the beginning of October. Broad stroke wellhead production has decreased over              
the remainder of the season. 
Throughout October, residential and commercial heating demand benefited from YoY colder weather.            
Moreover, curtailed wellheads have yet to return to a stable price level for producers to return. Core                 
winter LNG gas demand peaked up due to foreign LNG demand. Whereas higher Henry Hub prices are                 
depressing gas-for-power demand going forward. 
 
Outlook: Looking forward, GFS and EC HDD fluctuations are going to be crucial in determining price                
action. Renewables gas switching rates are vital in how seasonal demand will shift. Moreover, how               
industrial consumption will recover is crucial for EOS. The short term increase of wellhead production               
levels is a bearish signal heading into the withdrawal season. 
 
Supporting material: 
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 Metals Update 
Paul Papillo, Co-Division Head | Darsh Patel, Co-Division Head 
ppapillo@vt.edu                    darsh@vt.edu 
 

 

Summary: The past month has included a tremendous amount of action at the macro level, ranging from                 
the U.S. election to increases in Covid-19 cases and deaths, and significant volatility in the price of the                  
dollar and the equity market. The Coronavirus continues to be a strong threat to the American economy,                 
especially given the turn into the winter with a strong uptick in cases, increasing the likelihood of another                  
nation-wide shutdown and a more dire need for fiscal relief. 
 
Washington D.C. is at a standstill on trying to make a stimulus deal with both parties being very far apart                    
on how they want to proceed with stimulus packages. With the election now coming to a close, stimulus                  
is still of great importance with FED Chairman Powell stating that the US economy is in dire need of                   
stimulus to prevent unforeseeable negative circumstance - but Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell             
continued to reject the call from Democrats for a big Covid-19 stimulus package, saying "that's not a                 
place I think we're willing to go," and has reiterated his push for a bill "highly targeted at what the                    
residual problems are.” Nancy Pelosi and the Democrats disagree and want a much larger package of over                 
$ two trillion and serves to be far more comprehensive. A whole deal seems unlikely (at least anytime                  
soon) as there is such a large disconnect between the two parties' ideas of the size and specifics of a new                     
stimulus package. The constant swings in news regarding the hopes of stimulus have created increased               
volatility in the dollar, making it a precarious time to trade metals - especially gold, silver, and copper as                   
they are strongly moved by macroeconomic drivers. 
 
Vaccine, election, and stimulus news have created volatility that has a large impact on metals, especially                
in the precious metals sector. Both gold and silver saw a massive drop in value, at the end of the month                     
however both metals ended the month nearly flat from the start of October. Copper on the other hand saw                   
a huge price increase in mid-October, only to erase those levels back down - yet copper was still up                   
significantly on the month. With the election just days away at the beginning of November, there is a                  
great deal of uncertainty in the markets. 
 
The upcoming election has been the most significant thing that has been affecting markets this month.                
Stocks look as though they are becoming more comfortable with a Biden victory. Biden is currently                
leading in most swing states by several points and holds a strong advantage heading into election day.                 
With Joe Biden looking more and more likely to defeat Trump, it is important to be prepared for his                   
future policy decisions. Currently, he is interested in increasing income taxes for the top tax bracket as                 
well as the corporate tax rate. He also would like to take stronger action to fight COVID-19 and is likely                    
to increase restrictions on travel as well as other policies to help fight the virus. Many of these may slow                    
the increase in the economy. A Biden victory, however, is likely to depress the US dollar through massive                  
stimulus as well as increased government spending. These two factors are likely to be beneficial to the                 
precious metals because it becomes cheaper to foreign investors and is seen as a better store of value. 
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 Copper (CPER) Update 
Pete Brunone, Senior Analyst | Dylan Ratner, Analyst | Andrew Curran, Analyst 
pbrunone@vt.edu         dratner@vt.edu      andrewjc417@vt.edu 
 

 

 
 

Price Action: Copper prices broke out of range trading and reached 28-month highs ($19.92) in October. 
 
News: While headlines about the election and the pandemic continue to dominate the news, copper has                
had a strong month as labor disputes in Chile and strong economic data out of China have certainly                  
shaped the market over the past month. The Candelaria mine in Chile, one of the largest in the world,                   
ceased operations on October 20th as workers walked off the job to strike for better contracts. The                 
company has submitted a new offer to the union, which must vote to accept or reject the offer by                   
November 17th. Copper inventory levels have been trending downward since mid-October, around the             
time of the strike in Chile. The union’s decision in mid-November is poised to have a dramatic impact on                   
the market. 
 
On the demand side of the market, China’s October imports rose 43.4% YoY while January-October               
imports rose 41.4% from the same period last year. With urbanization and clean energy as major                
components of the CCP’s latest five-year plan, look for China’s copper consumption to rise in the months                 
and years to come. 
 
Summary: As the United States’ presidential election ramps up, the divide between the Republican and               
Democrats continues. Such political tension restricted the passage of a coronavirus relief package;             
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Democrats often criticized Republicans for the lack of COVID-19 testing and tracking initiatives involved              
in their funding efforts. A Joe Biden victory will support copper prices given his promises of increasing                 
government spending in construction and manufacturing. His $2 trillion plan includes upgrading the             
electrical grid and rolling out more vehicle charging stations. This initiative supports the domestic              
production of green energy-related products. Trump's lackluster performance in both sectors during his             
term makes Biden a viable option to satisfy such needs. Polls continue to suggest a Biden victory and a                   
toss-up in the senate. A blue wave would serve as a bullish sentiment due to the potential for                  
infrastructure stimulus, while a democratic presidency and republican senate might restrict the fluidity of              
passage. 
 
Chinese demand continues to flourish during October. Imports increased by 13.3%, and exports surged              
9.9%, which serves as an indicator for copper prices in the future. Later in the month, China recorded a                   
better than expected manufacturing PMI. This mass amount of imports provides insight into the country's               
future economic plans. Many speculate that China intends to bolster stockpiles of the metal to support                
industrial infrastructure, which is a crucial topic of discussion at the Fifth Plenum of the Nineteenth                
Communist Party. Also, last month, Chinese President Xi Jinping pledged to make the country carbon               
neutral by 2060. The nation's renewable energy ambitions hint at an increase in copper demand because                
of the electric grid expansion. Further interest in copper is also reflective in China's announcement of a                 
new copper international futures contract, which will be traded on the Shanghai International Energy              
Exchange (INE). This opportunity will offer arbitrage opportunities with the existing, well-established            
global benchmark London Metal Exchange (LME) contract. Higher prices in China and lower prices              
elsewhere would give traders, producers, and consumers opportunities to hedge and likely lead to a more                
transparent market in China. Therefore, this additional investment alternative improves market knowledge            
and price discovery. 
 
Biden also aims to place restrictions on U.S. mining during his presidency. Drilling and other mining                
operations hurt the environment, and therefore, he supports bipartisan efforts to foster a domestic supply               
of copper and other industrial metals. The politician opposes Trump's anti-China rhetoric and his attempts               
to streamline federal permitting. This policy will inherently provoke domestic shortages without support             
from other nations. 
 
South American countries like Chile and Peru serve as the largest producers of copper in the world. There                  
has been much tension in Chilean mines this month. For example, wage disputes in the Escondida mines                 
served as the backdrop for a potential strike in the largest copper producer, which would reduce output in                  
the short term. However, the supervisors averted the work stoppage by reaching a labor deal. On the                 
contrary, the Candeleria mine suspended operations amid union members walking off the job. This              
reaction serves as a response to the poor management of new collective labor contracts. Meanwhile, in                
Peru, additional recovery in the mining sector continues as the Codelco mine states that it aims to produce                  
at full capacity to meet output targets for 2020. 
 
Outlook: Coming into the end of 2020 after a strong bullish run this past fiscal year, we expect to see                    
CPER continue to appreciate based on market worries over inflation (returning as a result of historic fiscal                 
spending and continued low-interest rates), a democratic election, tightening supply, and increased            
demand from China. 
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 Gold (IAU) Update 
Nathan Mostow, Analyst  
nathan00@vt.edu 
 

 

 
Price Action: This past month has seen mostly sideways trading with small volatility deriving from the                
possibilities of stimulus, movements in equity markets, as well as election predictions. 
 
News: This past month, we have seen coronavirus cases increase across the globe forcing new lockdown                
restrictions in places like New York and London. Ahead of the US, the EU passed the second round of                   
stimulus which led to the US Dollar’s lowest dips of the month and subsequently led to some of the                   
largest upward movements we saw this month. Markets associated Biden’s increasing lead in election              
polls as a good signal of stimulus by year's end. There were minimal vaccine headlines before the election                  
with lots of unpredictability in the timeline. These headlines only minimally moved equity markets which               
have a secondary impact on the spot price. Many gold-backed ETFs have increased their holdings               
significantly over the past year, which has helped the price of gold but has also increased the level of                   
correlated movement between equities and gold prices. Due to the lack of major macro headlines for the                 
majority of the month, most of gold’s price action occurred as a result of equity market movements and a                   
fluctuating US dollar value. Poor economic data, EU stimulus, and rising coronavirus cases have led to its                 
dips while stimulus talks and increased certainty in a Biden presidency have allowed for some of its gains. 
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Summary: Although trading generally sideways for a majority of the month, gold’s biggest drivers              
stemmed from the macroeconomic outlook that continued to reinforce overall uncertainty. While the early              
portion of the month lacked major headlines with spot price moving primarily due to stimulus rumors and                 
movements in equity markets. Gold’s biggest dips this past month were mostly due to its correlation with                 
equity prices, negative economic data, and increased coronavirus cases. Also, the U.S. dollar index has               
moved prices significantly due to stimulus talks. Trump’s positive coronavirus test, his handling of the               
pandemic, and a low-interest-rate environment have all helped support a bull case in the near term. 
 
Outlook: We are confidently bullish long term, but largely uncertain in the short term. Our short-term                
outlook is mostly due to the high uncertainty of stimulus and the increasing correlation between gold                
prices and equity prices as ETFs have increased their gold exposure. Our long-term fundamentals haven’t               
changed, looking primarily at Congress after the election for stimulus talks. Markets reacted positively              
this past month on news that Biden’s lead in the election was increasing because of his attitude towards a                   
timely and effective stimulus. What keeps us bullish long term is the depreciation of the dollar, as                 
economic conditions worsen and more stimulus is needed, the dollar’s value will decrease. If Pfizer’s               
vaccine is released earlier than expected (anything before the first half of 2021) that could potentially                
cause a halt in the depreciation of the dollar but is extremely unlikely. 
 
Supporting Material: 
 

 
The above chart shows the change in gold purchasing by central banks which declined this year but is set 
ramp back up next year as estimated by Citi. 
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 Silver (SLV) Update  
Caleigh McDonough, Analyst 
caleighmcdonough@vt.edu  
 

 
 

Price Action: Silver rallied until October 21st where it experienced a nearly 9% price drop over eight 
days. 
 
News:  On October 2nd, President Trump tested positive for coronavirus and was admitted to a hospital as 
a safety precaution. Trump attended several events where attendees were not wearing masks and several 
White House journalists have already tested positive. After the first presidential debate, Biden tops 
Trump’s ratings. The candidates are tied in Texas which has not backed a Democratic candidate since 
1976. As of October 29th, more than 75 million Americans have voted early and Texas has already 
surpassed its 2016 voter turnout. 
 
In mid-October, Johnson & Johnson and AstraZeneca, two of four front-runners responsible for creating 
the covid-19 vaccination, had to halt phase three trials due to health concerns of participants. However, by 
October 27th, both companies were able to resume trials. Pfizer’s vaccine is looking optimistic and could 
prove the vaccine’s effectiveness by late November in hopes to get emergency authorization by the end of 
the year. Unfortunately, COVID-19 cases are rising across the globe. The UK and France reported their 
highest daily death toll since the spring, causing European leadership to re-implement strict restrictions. 
The US has entered its third wave of infections and hospitalizations have reached their highest level in 
five months. 
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Stimulus talks remain at a standstill making it highly unlikely to reach an agreement before the November 
3rd election. This is taking a toll on stocks which closed out their worst week since March by the end of 
October. The lack of a stimulus package is forcing airlines like American and United to seriously consider 
furloughing tens of thousands of employees. The dollar continued to decline the majority of October and 
slightly recovered the last few days jumping 1.5%. The 10-year treasury yield reached 0.84%, its highest 
level since June. Initial jobless claims ticked up the week of October 11 to 842,000 but then declined the 
remaining weeks. This is due to the US service sector, which is where most Americans work, increasing 
to 56.9 in October up from 54.6 in September. The US trade deficit grew to $67.1 billion, the highest 
level in 14 years.  
 
Summary: The month of October has been a wild ride for silver. The metal started the first half of the 
month with a significant and sustained move to the. The dollar had been declining and COVID-19 cases 
were increasing but nothing too significant. This, unfortunately, did not end up being the case as the 
precious metal fell hard to end the month. The dollar began to spike as any stimulus talks ceased heading 
into the election and COVID-19 cases began to soar across the globe, prompting shutdowns in many 
European nations such as the United Kingdom. Going into November and December, we are looking for 
some signs of stimulus or major fiscal plans to help continue to strengthen both the recovery of the U.S. 
government and help silver continue its recovery following the massive drop from August. Washington is 
still in turmoil and neither side is willing to come together to help. Until this happens, we think that it will 
be very difficult for the economy in the U.S. to continue to grow especially if we as a nation are unable to 
regain control of the virus and allow our cases to continue to spike. 
 
Outlook: We are bullish on silver going through the end of this year and into next year. This is largely 
due to what we expect to be a depreciation of the U.S. Dollar as with power looking like it will be in the 
hands of Joe Biden, Spending will increase as well as the chances of a large stimulus package become 
much higher. Additionally, Coronavirus cases across the country and globe are forcing many nations and 
states to shut down. This is going to put additional strain on the economy until either a vaccine can come 
out or cases decrease. 
 
Supporting Material: 

 
This chart shows a projected electoral map heading into the election 
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